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ABSTRACT 
A transformation formula is given for the generalized hypergeometric function 
in series of similar functions. It is also shown how easily this formula, can be applied 
to deduce various classes of summ&tion theorems for multiple hypergeometric series. 
The main results (12), (15) and (18) below are believed to be new. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, Panda [3] discussed sn interesting case of reducibility of 
certain multiple series with arbitrary terms. Of our concern here is one 
of her results, which we state in its equivalent form [op. cit., p. 168, 
Eq. (WI 
Fp: 1; . . . . 1 al, . ..) a,:A1; . . ..Aj.. 
q: 0; . . ..O ( bl, . . . . b,: --; . . . . -; x’ ***‘x 
(1) 
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C 
al, . . . . a,,&+...+&; 
=p+1 Q 
bl, . . . . b,; 
x 1 = d(x), say, 
provided that p <q and 1x1~ 00, or p =q and 1x1~ 1. (This result holds 
also when p =q and x= 1 provided that 
and the series on the left converges.) 
The multiple hypergeometric function, occurring on the left-hand side 
of (l), is a certain class of the generalized Lauricella function introduced 
and studied earlier by Srivestava and Daoust ([6], p. 454 et seq. ; see 
also [3], p. 167). Notice here that a special case of (l), when p=q= 1, 
would correspond to the relatively more familiar reduction formula, (due 
to Lauricella [2, p. 1501) 
Wb, /%, . . . . /%; y; 2, . . . . xl 
(3) 
1) Supported, in part, by NRC grant A-7363. For a preliminary report on this 
paper see Notices Amer. Math. Sot. 23 (1976), p. A-460, # 736-B5. 
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where J’j$’ denotes the fourth type of Lauricella’s hypergeometric functions 
of r variables defined by [op. cit., p. 1131 
[ W[or, p1, -.*, 16r; y; Xl, ***, 4 
with, as usual, 
(5) na (A) = W+m) = 
1, if m=O, 
m) n(n+l) . . . (A+m-l), VW2 E (1, 2, 3, . ..I. 
In the present note we first derive a transformation formula involving 
the generalized hypergeometric function. We then show how easily this 
hitherto unnoticed transformation will lead to a large variety of new 
summation theorems for multiple hypergeometric series with special 
values of their arguments. 
The following known results will be required in our analysis. 
GAUSS’S THEOREM (cf., e.g., [5], p. 28): 
(6) 2B’l[u, b; c; l] = 
r(c)r(c-a-b) 
F(c-a)I’(c-b) ’ 
Re (c-a-b)>O. 
BAILEY’S THEOREM [l, p. 512, Eq. (C)l: 
(7) $3 -n, b+n, &, @+a); 1 = (b-a), 1 +a, 4% $(l +b); 1 on’ 
where rt E (0, 1, 2, . . .}. 
We remark in passing that a number of different (but obviously equi- 
valent) forms of Bailey’s summation theorem (7) are given in the literature 
(cf., e.g., [5], p. 63, Eq. (2.4.1.6); p. 65, Eq. (2.4.2.2); etc.). Indeed, in 
every form, it gives the sum of a (finite) special Saalschtitzian $‘s(l) 
series. 
2. A HYPERCEOMETRIC TRANSFORMATION 
From (7) it is readily verified that (cf. [5], p. 65, Eq. (2.4.2.2)) 
(8) v&n~ (&-&far = 4F3 [ 
-m, 1-J4+/4clr, Q/46,8(1+/4; 1 
1+/h, @--;lt+/4-mr), 1-wi-p4+mma); 1 ’ 
whence 
(9) 
30 Indagationes 
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for arbitrary ~11, and rnf E (0, 1, 2, . . .}, Vi = 1, . . ., r. 
Thus if, for convenience, we put 
(10) M=ml+...+m,., N=nl+...+n,, 
and apply (9) to Panda’s result (l), we shall get 
i A(x)= 
(11) ( 
Xmi 
Now we interpret the multiple mr-series by means of (l), and we are 
led fairly easily to our transformation formula given by 
F 
al, . . . . ap,k+...+jZ,; 
P+l q 
h, . . . . b,; 
X 1 
(12) = 2 l-D-1 (9)N 
nl.....nr=o n&l (bh 
a1+N, . . . . 
* P+l F Q 
a,+N, z=1 {&pf-n& x 
\ bl+N, . . . . b,+N; 1 ’ 
valid when the multiple series on the right has a meaning, provided 
(i) p<q and 1x1~ 00, or (ii) p=q and Ix[<l, or (iii) p=q, x= 1, 
(13) 
and 
(14 
that 
N being given by (10). 
REMAFLK. The last condition ( 14) for the validity of the hypergeometric 
transformation (12) can evidently be waived when xp, (Al---Roy) = 0. 
3. SOME INTERESTING DEDUCTIONS 
By appealing to one or the other of the known summation theorems 
for certain special hypergeometric series with arguments + 1, Q, etc. (cf. 
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[5], pp. 243-246), the transformation formula (12) can easily be reduced 
to a multiple sum involving the generalized Lauricella series. Thus (12) 
will yield a new summation theorem for multiple series in every situation 
in which the hypergeometric series occurring on its either side can be 
summed in a closed form. As a simple illustration, we choose p =4=x= 1 
and apply Gauss’s theorem (6) ; on changing the notations slightly, we 
thus find that 
P 2: 2; . . . . 2 a, y-a: #I, +(1+/h); .-.; Q/L 3(l+i%Br)i 
2: 1; 
1 
. . . . 1 Sr, @+y): 1+/h;...; 1+/y; ' -0" l 
(15) 
( 
> 
= F(y) qy-or-81-...-/%) 
T(y-cc) r(y-pl-...-/%) 
provided that the series on the left converges, and 
(16) Re(y-oc)>O, Re y- i pj >O Re y-a- i /$ >O. 
( i-l ) ' ( i-1 > 
For r = 1, (15) evidently leads to the elegant result 
(17) g3 
[ 
01, Y-a, h% SP+B); 1 = r(y) Q-or-/q 
1+/R Qr, w+Y); 1 n-611 Q-B) ’ 
which is valid, by analytic continuation, whenever each side has a meaning, 
it being assumed that Re (y-a) > 0, Re (y-p) > 0, and Re (y - LY - ,8) > 0. 
In general, this last formula (17) gives the sum of a non-terminating 
Saalschiitzian $3(l) series. When cx or /3 is a negative integer, it would 
naturally correspond to Bailey’s theorem (7). Indeed, under substantially 
the same set of conditions, it was given in a recent paper by B. L. Sharma 1) 
[4, p. 138, Eq. (S)], who also obtained a double sum [op. cit., p. 137, 
Eq. (3)] essentially equivalent to our formula (15) with T= 2. 
1) Incidentally, Bailey’s theorem (7) is essentially the same as the hypergeo- 
metric &3(l) sum which Sharma [4, p. 136, Eq. (2)] uses to prove his main result 
[op. cit., p. 137, Eq. (3)] ; it was attributed, by mistake, to L. J. Slater [5, p. 66, 
Eq. (2.4.2.2)]. On the other hand, Sharma [4, p. 1361 refers to his earlier result on 
the sum of a certain double hypergeometric series [B. L. Sharma, Matematiche 
(Catania) 28 (1973), 3932, especially p. 31, Eq. (3)] as a new summation formula, 
the proof of which is unfortunately based upon an obviously erroneous formula. 
It may also be remarked that the notation for the hypergeometric functions of 
two variables, which is used incorrectly in Equations (l), (3), (4) and (5) of Sharma’s 
paper [4], is not due to T. W. Chaundy [Quart. J. Math. Oxford Ser. 13 (1942), 
169-1711 ae he claims; it was, in fact, introduced in an earlier paper by J. L. Burch- 
nall and T. W. Chaundy [ibid. 12 (1941), 112-128, especially p. 1121. {See also 
Math. Reviews 52 (1976), p. 1214, # 8517 (by H. M. Srivastava).} 
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Finally, we give a finite form of the summation formula (15): 
F 
2: 2; . . . . 2 
2: 1; . . . . ( 
-n, y+n: -@I, $(l +FI); . . . ; *ls,, +(1+/3,); 1 
1 By, i(l+y): 1+/s; . . . . l+pr; ’ -*.f l 
(18) 
> 
= kb-.----r6*h vnE p 1 2 (r)n , , 2 3 . . .I. 
Evidently, this last result (18) would provide us with an elegant multiple- 
series analogue of Bailey’s theorem (7). 
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